
 

 

Large Risk Reversal in Instructure Sees Strong Reward/Risk Set-Up 

Ticker/Price: INST ($42) 

 

Analysis: 

Instructure (INST) with 2,000 February $45/$35 bull risk reversals opening today for $2.10 debit, notable trade in the name 

which trades a minimal amount of options. INST had some February $40 puts bought in September but otherwise not much OI. 

INST’s CEO bought $104k in stock in May at $41.85. Shares ran strong from 2016 up near $50 last year and have pulled back in 

2019 to weekly cloud support. Above $42.50 moves out of a downtrend with weekly MACD crossing over and RSI back above 50 this 

week, ready to run. The inverted H&S under $47.50 targets $65 on a longer timeline. The $1.55B software company trades 6.7X 

EV/sales and 32.65X cash. INST doesn’t expect profitability until FY22 but an improving profile with revenues up 20% next year 

and 17.25% beyond. INST makes cloud-based educational software which allows teachers and students to streamline workflows, 

open discussions, and share content. They also have a large employee development platform on the corporate-side. INST high 

subscription revenue growth, up 30% in 2018, with a big $25BTAM. They see acceleration in long-term growth through 

International where they’ve got a small footprint right now. Analysts have an average target for shares of $48 with 7 buy ratings and 

5 hold. Oppenheimer upgrading to Outperform on 8-12 with a $56 PT seeing a good self-help story as expectations have come back 

down. Needham with a $46 PT seeing 2H improvement in billings from their GT and Bridge product enhancements. Sun Trust on 9-

19 positive noting they think INST has signed up the Univ. of Pittsburgh as they transition away from Blackbaud, a big win. Short 

interest is high, 16.5%, and up from around 10% this summer. Hedge fund ownership fell 6% in Q2. Nine Ten Capital with over 6M 

shares while FoxHaven also a notable holder with a 5% weight.  

Hawk Vision: 

 

Hawk’s Perspective: INST  has a nice set-up to trade versus the 33 EMA at least, the high short float is the main 

concern, but an intriguing growth name at attractive valuation to Software peers. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


